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Abstract 
This paper describes a first-of-its-kind approach to conducting, real-time, automated horizon scanning 
and literature reviews by using AI (Artificial Intelligence) and an algorithmic, content serving model to 
instantly find, read, interpret and analyze online articles, professional reports and PowerPoints.  

The paper describes how one person can auto-extract future ‘INDICATORS’ and metadata on any topic, 
at will, from multiple, non-relational, Web sources and turn these into professional, fast read strategic 
foresight, trends research, market intelligence and analyses in a matter of minutes or a few hours 
depending on need. This compares to traditional and existing manual research methods that take many 
days and weeks, often with teams of analysts involved. 

It also describes how lay people can use a single, keyword search of the extensive and growing 
INDICATORS database to get an instant summary and supporting evidence of future subjects e.g. the 
future of water, economics, energy … 

Potential users and sectors include: 

 Media companies seeking to extract and sell their own future indicators from their archives or 
write automated articles about the future e.g. Reuters, Financial Times, The Guardian, BBC. 

 Companies seeking to anticipate and prepare for the future faster than rivals. 

 Consultants and researchers interested in cutting their costs and time to produce forward 
research. 

 Search engines seeking to provide an additional futures service to users (paid or unpaid). 

Users of the new method describe it as “amazing”, “mind-blowing”, “the future of strategic foresight”, 
“a potential disruptor to traditional market research and strategic foresight firms but a great additional 
service to those wanting to excel with their clients” and “a huge boon to media and information 
companies seeking to provide additional services to their users”. 

In later papers we will describe the automation and integration of strategic foresight tools and futures 
education with this horizon scanning and literature review method. 

Tags: EXTRACTOR, INDICATORS, horizon scanning, strategic foresight, research, AI, artificial intelligence. 

Why the need? 

Knowledge in strategic foresight 

“Strategic Foresight is the process of collecting, organizing and interpreting of knowledge relevant to the 
future. Knowledge about the future is collected (horizon scanning, background research interviews), it is 
organized (according to topics, timelines and causality) and it is interpreted (identifying drivers, creating 
scenarios and plans).” 
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Strategic Foresight is part Science part Art 

While strategic foresight has underpinnings in science it’s also art-based. It differs from pure scientific 
methods as follows: 

Science                                                                                  Foresight 

Single disciplined Multi-disciplined (STEEP) 
Specialist expertise Trans-disciplinary expertise 

Evidence directed Evidence based 

Search for truth  Search for ideas  

Answers Possibilities 
Mathematical Exploratory 

Usually one future Alternative futures 

Discovery Prospection 
Peer review Peer review 

Test cases Assumptions 

Working models Scenarios 
Solution Options and possible responses 

 

Strategy formulation what goes wrong? 
When AT Kearney* asked executives about strategy formulation failures, most complained that it is an 
insufficiently inspired, unrealistic, impractical, and detached process: 

 Lack of understanding of future trends (88%) 
 Little understanding of internal capabilities (87%) 
 Too much top-down approach (84%) 
 Not enough logical thinking (84%) 

* Findings in A.T. Kearney's 2014 Strategy Study 

In addition, the foresight knowledge futurists are using for this purpose is problematic: 

 Collected knowledge is always incomplete 

 Web / electronic data sources provide huge amounts of information which cannot be fully 

utilized 

 Information can be out-of-date 

 Resulting knowledge collections are often not integrated (different futurists/organizations have 

knowledge collections about the same topic ) 

 Not continuous (adding/updating material fluctuates depending on projects or changing 

interests) 

 Not mutually compatible 

 Labour-intensive. 

http://www.atkearney.com/strategy/futureproof-strategy/detail/-/asset_publisher/A6BMR7XFiteh/content/the-state-of-strategy-today-topic-overview/10192
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Because the process of managing future relevant knowledge is predominantly manual, the available 
human labour limits the amount of knowledge which can be utilized. Quantity is not always quality, but 
the question remains whether larger and better collections of future –relevant knowledge can be 
created with the help of software tools? 

 
When looking at what people are doing when they think about the future we see that the main activity 
is the collection of anticipatory ‘‘insights’’ (knowledge) about the future. More specifically, they look for 
‘‘insights’’ which could have an influence on everyone’s future: demographic and economic 
developments, market trends, scientific breakthroughs, technological innovation, new business ideas 
etc. All these ‘‘insights’’ together can be seen as one big, connected knowledge base about the future. 

The Shaping Tomorrow approach 
ShapingTomorrow.com (ST) is an example of a global, future-related database where information 
technology is used to create a bigger body of future-related knowledge. It endeavors to solve some of 
the issues above through a crowd-sourced ‘future database’ with the following characteristics: 

 Main focus on horizon scanning. 

 Human and robot scanning. 

 Freely accessible and crowd-sourced except in private mode.  

 Contributors add links according to their individual interests and can share privately or publicly. 

 Ongoing, or project-specific. 

 Visualization of aggregated interests. 

 Online tools / services available. 

ShapingTomorrow.com has been in operation since 2002. Today its database contains roughly 120,000 
entries (called ‘‘insights’’ ) crowd-sourced from 5,000+ experts, organizations, academics and pundits.  
Around 900 new entries are added each week through both human and robot scanning making it the 
largest, dedicated scanning site in the world. 

An ‘insight’ is an article, report, PowerPoint or video from the web which a contributor finds future 
relevant enough to add it to the database together with comments, metadata etc. Publicly available 
‘insights’ are viewable for free by Shaping Tomorrow’s 12,000+ members and private ‘insights’ viewable 
only by subscribing clients or ‘pay-as-you go’ users. 

Shaping Tomorrow’s database is an organized database of future -relevant web links. 

 Its basic unit is an ‘Insight’ (URL + metadata + contributor input ). 

 Knowledge acquisition is done via volunteer contributors adding ‘insights’ and robot scanners. 

 Knowledge access happens via 

- internal search engine 

- keywords 

- contributor-defined links between ‘insights’. 
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 Knowledge interpretation is done through 

- searching the database for relevant ‘insights’ 

- reading / digesting the referenced texts 

- manually creating reports / scenarios etc. 

- visually exploring trend directions and impacts 

Contributors from all walks of life (but especially futurists, strategists, change agents in commercial, 

academic and NGO’s) can add to the Shaping Tomorrow database for free according to their special 

interests. This has the big advantage that input is as varied and different as the contributor’s interests 

and purposes, but it brings with it the challenges that the resulting collection of knowledge is big, only 

loosely structured, and the individual ‘insights’ are to a large degree, apparently unconnected. Therefore 

finding relevant information and spotting patterns is a task which involves a lot of human labor with 

some help offered from visual representations. 

In order to make the most out of the dormant potential in this huge collection of future-relevant 

knowledge, it is necessary to bring in software tools which can help the contributor to quickly add new 

‘‘insights’’, to link them together and to retrieve desired results efficiently and effectively.  

The first tool to achieve this was the meta-data EXTRACTOR software which has been fully operational 

on the ShapingTomorrow.com website since September 2013. 

We recommend this case study should be read while registered at ShapingTomorrow.com in order to 

experience the true power of the Extractor software. 

Automated Horizon Scanning – the EXTRACTOR 

The EXTRACTOR is a software service, developed by ForeKnowledge for ST which works invisibly in the 

background and helps the contributor add and analyze ‘insights’ in two ways: The EXTRACTOR software 

works automatically to analyze emerging ‘insights’ from a news piece, professional report or 

PowerPoint. It populates the following Shaping Tomorrow database fields whenever it can: 

Title | URL | Source | Published date | What's Changing? | Implications | Tags 

In background it also captures: 

Key people | Author | Key organization | Country  

This helps the contributor with the very boring “collection task” which costs a lot of time or 
(understandably) is not done at all or badly. 
 
The EXTRACTOR: 
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 Gives suggestions to the contributor as to “What’s changing?” and offers its interpretation of 

the “Implications” embedded in the ‘insight’. 

 Is always meant as a first draft for the contributor who then can – and should – check and 

correct all fields before they are saved. This is especially important for the ‘Implications’ field: 

 Still makes mistakes even though it is now highly sophisticated. That’s because the software 

cannot really “understand” a text on a deeper level. What it can do is to detect relevant text 

parts based on hints and clues in the text and suggest these to the contributor who has the final 

say. 

 Can only extract from the text what is in it. But some Implications – and probably the more 

interesting ones – come from a combination of an ’insight’ and the contributor’s knowledge. For 

example a text may say that carbon emissions will rise in the next 20 years. But implications of 

that (temperature increase, sea level rise, etc.) might not be stated in this text, but come from 

the contributor’s knowledge about cause-effect relations in the physical word. 

To summarize, the EXTRACTOR is a tool which does not fully automate the entry of new ‘insights’ into 

the Shaping Tomorrow knowledge base, but which helps the contributor to work more productively and 

is there to assist the contributor in thinking about changes and future implications. The EXTRACTOR 

reduces manual capture time by 95% and dramatically increases the quality and consistency of human 

tagging. Consequently, central editing has also been reduced by about 60% (from 5 person days per 

week to just 2). 

How the EXTRACTOR works 

If you have ever looked at the contents of an Html file (you can do this by using commands like “View 

Source”), you might have seen a long sequence of Html tags, java script functions and many other 

cryptic-looking words and symbols. The actual text we want to read is often almost hidden and occupies 

only 10 percent or even less of the file. Also, at this stage, the EXTRACTOR cannot look at the content of 

the text – we require it finds the main text of the web site stripping out extraneous commands and 

information. 

To find the clean text, the EXTRACTOR uses a mixture of hints and INDICATORS: 

 Structural information (headings, divisions) 

 Text cohesion and length 

 Links, titles, meta information 

Clean text example (Figure1):  The original URL link looks like this: 
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Figure 1: Four Conclusions from Davos (http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/christiana-figueres/conclusions-from-

davos_b_6548208.html?utm_hp_ref=uk-tech&ir=UK%20Tech) 

The extracted clean text looks like this: 

Posted: 28/01/2015 11:12 GMT Updated: 4 hours ago 

With promising milestones on the horizon for climate change and the development agenda this year, much of the d iscussion among public 

and private sector leaders at the World Economic Forum 2015 Annual Meeting focused on the role of energy in transforming our growth 

model. Four days in Davos lead me to four conclusions on the state of play of climate change and energy: 

1- Maturity of renewables 

Solar and wind are no longer marginal energy technologies. Investment is increasing, reaching US$312 billion in 2014, up 16% from 2013. 

Costs are steadily decreasing. The new record was just set a few weeks ago as the Dubai Electricity & Water Authority closed a tender for 

100 MW of solar at 5.98 cents per kWh, offered by Saudi conglomerate ACWA. Perhaps even more impressive is the fact that this is part of a 

larger, planned 1,000 MW solar installation. Storage technology is quickly advancing and integration into the grid is now better understood. 

The rate of increase in installed solar and wind power has not been linear but, rather, exponential over the last three years  and the trend 

will continue. The drop in oil prices has not had a major effect on renewables. This is not so much because the direct competition is gas and 

not oil, but because renewables are increasingly valued as a zero cost energy source as compared to permanently volatile foss il fuel prices. 

2- A moment of truth for fossil fuels 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/christiana-figueres/conclusions-from-davos_b_6548208.html?utm_hp_ref=uk-tech&ir=UK%20Tech
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/christiana-figueres/conclusions-from-davos_b_6548208.html?utm_hp_ref=uk-tech&ir=UK%20Tech
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The drop in oil price is a clarion call for fossil fuel companies as it prices more expensive oil such as tar sands, deepwater and Arctic projects 

out of the market. The press has reported at least five major oil companies retreating from high cost projects over the past month. The latest 

victims are several concessions for Arctic exploration which were returned to Greenland last week. The risk of stranded asset s is no longer 

an academic discussion, but a shareholder reality. In addition, some countries that subsidize fossil fuels are taking advantage of the drop in 

prices to decrease or eliminate subsidies, channeling the budget savings into other social needs. By the time the oil price recovers and finds 

itself unsubsidized, it will have a hard time competing with decreasing solar and wind prices. Already last year the fossil free stock index 

known as FFIUS outperformed the S&P 500 by 1.5%. We could be facing a "Kodak moment" in the oil and gas industry, and only th ose 

companies that realize the tide is turning will be able to execute an orderly and profitable transition.  

3- Corporate leadership 

An increasing number of corporations are waking up to both the threat of unbridled climate change as well as to the opportunities afforded 

by the low-carbon economy. In pursuit of transforming their own company and/or sector, many corporations are redirecting themselves 

toward low-carbon or zero-carbon operations in the understanding that the transformation is by now inevitable and that first movers have 

the advantage. Additionally, they want to encourage international policy development. In September of last year, more than 1000 

companies and 70 governments called for a price on carbon. In Davos just last week, the B Team announced its initiative for 1000 companies 

to call for an intergovernmental directional signal of net zero emissions by 2050. Corporations are increasingly leading the charge. 

4- The gateway effect 

As in other fora, much was discussed in Davos about the relationship between climate change and sustainable development. What is clear is 

that these are inextricably related. The fact is that unless we are able to address climate change in a timely manner, all development gains 

will be under constant economic and social threat due to the increasing frequency and intensity of natural disasters that can easily wipe out 

extended areas of living space, infrastructure and crop lands. From the climate change perspective, this type of vulnerabilit y is in part 

recognized as the urgent need for resilience. Greenhouse gas mitigation policies and technologies can therefore be seen as the necessary 

"gateway" to development that is sustainable in the long run. Passing through that gateway is the only way to avoid a self -destructive 

developmental lock-in, with impacts that go way beyond the technological lock-in we usually consider. What makes passing through the 

gateway a good investment and not a burden is the fact that most of the measures undertaken to address climate change--renewable 

energy, energy efficiency, smart agriculture, smart transportation, etc.--contribute not only to greenhouse gas management but are, at the 

same time, sustainable development contributions toward increased energy, food and water security, as well as toward better p ublic health. 

In conclusion: Davos 2015 accelerated the understanding of the economic desirability and the technical ability to meet the cl imate challenge. 

The alpine village was intensely cold, but the sun was shining and the mountains shone majestically calling us all to new heights of 

understanding and effort. I met with CEOs of the leading energy, cement, automotive, air transportation and consumer goods co mpanies. I 

met with major philanthropists, investors, and multilateral financial institutions. I met with activists, entrepreneurs and think tanks. From all 

corners I heard increased commitment to action in this critical year and beyond. I left Davos knowing that the future will no t be constrained 

by the past, and that the present is being catalyzed by the promising potential of the future. A good place to be as we journey toward Paris 

COP21. 

Figure 2: Extracted clean text 
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Luckily, most people (and the tools they are using) follow some kind of conventions which can be 

“reverse-engineered”, but there are always web pages which are authored in very special and even 

awkward ways. Therefore it is hard to achieve 100% success on identifying the correct clean text, but 

the current success rate is probably above 98% (including download failures and similar problems). We 

are continuing to improve this percentage as opportunities are spotted and the technology improves. 

Text Processing 

Once the text is found, it is then run through a natural language processing “pipeline” which does the 

following: 

 Splits up the text into single sentences. 

 Splits up the sentences into individual words and determines their type (noun, verb, etc.). 

 Does some simple syntactic analysis. 

 Finds words in the sentence which are already present in Shaping Tomorrow’s database. In this 

way we can determine whether the sentence contains words which have a special meaning for 

contributors e.g. authors, organizations, keywords, countries, dates, change- and future-related 

words. 

In natural language, things are often not as regular as the EXTRACTOR needs: sentence borders are not 

clear, words can have multiple meanings and there are about a thousand different ways to write 

something as seemingly simple as a date… but still it is possible to extract a surprising amount of 

meaningful information. 

Getting to Results 

When all sentences are processed, we can finally extract the parts which are important for the 

contributor: 

 Meta-data like publication date, author, countries, organizations, keywords, etc. Whereas date 

and author are unique, keywords, organizations, countries etc. are only taken if they exceed a 

certain frequency limit in the text i.e. only the most important are extracted and casual 

mentions excluded. 

 Change- and future-relevant text parts are then used to complete the “What’s Changing” and 

“Implications” fields in the Shaping Tomorrow database. To do that, each sentence is checked 

for its “future score”: does it contain temporal information (“next decade”), does it contain 

future/change-oriented words (“transformation”), and some other pre-defined criteria… 
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Figure 3; Adding ’insights’ template pre-populated by the Extractor 

 This last step is the most challenging of all, because the software gets closest to something like 

“understanding” the text. Here it helps that we have a very specific focus on the future – the   

EXTRACTOR doesn’t need to build a full model of the text contents, but only of the future-relevant 

elements.  
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Figure 4: The Extractor result in final format 

Currently the software achieves around 98% success rate, which is a considerable help for the 

contributor – and it keeps the contributor alert by giving them the final approval of the EXTRACTOR’s 

results. Any new words, countries, organizations etc. added by the contributor means that the 

EXTRACTOR is automatically instructed to look for these in the future. 

Further improvements can be made through more use of semantics and general domain knowledge and 

if we put more knowledge into the system to start with. 

Automated literature reviews – INDICATORS 

The second tool to advance automated horizon scanning was the INDICATORS service which performs 

automated literature reviews. This has been fully operational on the Shaping Tomorrow website since 

July 2014. Quarterly software upgrades since that time continue to improve its efficiency and 

effectiveness. 

 

 

Figure 5: The ST main INDICATORS search dialogue (see front page of this paper) 
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Instant literature review and desk research 
The underlying idea is simple: instead of reading and digesting some source texts as individual pieces, 
we can also look at a whole collection of articles, reports and PowerPoints and extract out of them just 
the relevant information we are after.  

By automatically extracting future related statements from '‘insights’' (web articles, PowerPoints and 
reports), the system creates instant forward INDICATORS about probable and possible future world 
conditions and turns these into literature reviews, desk research and reports, tag clouds, tree and mind-
maps at will. 

Some members will be looking for the needle in the haystack such as possible, future terror attacks and 
will want to use flimsy evidence whereas others will need strong, supported evidence of future issues: 
INDICATORS caters for both. 

Members can use INDICATORS to: 

 Develop their initial question. 

 Scope reports at the outset of a project. 

 Develop the answer to their question. 
 Validate their structure and findings at the end of a project. 

A forward INDICATOR is a statement about the future of a single, relevant topic that is automatically 
extracted from a publicly available source enriched with collected attributes e.g. country or time 
horizon. Example INDICATORS:  

 By 2020 there will be 50 billion networked devices 

 160 million people globally will have Alzheimer's 

 Big data will begin to overwhelm "spaghetti" architecture 

 Online ranks will reach 3.6 billion users in 2017 

 Everyone and everything will be connected to the network 

If, for example, a member is interested in the future of water, then they would like to get presented all 
information about the future of water from all the articles stored in Shaping Tomorrow’s database, 
regardless of whether they are talking about weather, economy, environment or … water. This is exactly 
what the EXTRACTOR is providing: the software scans each input text and extracts from it relevant 
information about the future in separate and small chunks and stores these single facts which are then 
available to the member (e.g. “1.9 to 3.5 million jobs will be created by robots by 2020.”) and are stored 
in a database where they can be accessed and searched interactively.   

The advantage of such a system is that a member is no longer restricted to the information he or she 
can find in the few articles which they can manage to read, instead, all the sources stored in Shaping 
Tomorrow are available to the member to find the relevant information, which means that the final 
result is broader, richer and less biased. 

http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/g/indicators/284186
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/g/indicators/276436
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/g/indicators/284424
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/g/indicators/276370
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/g/indicators/276196
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The system's database now contains over 88,000 forward PESTLE* INDICATORS’, gleaned from Shaping 
Tomorrow’s extensive database of added ‘insights’ since January 2012 and turns embedded information 
into future knowledge. We are continuing to add to this database at the rate of 900 new forward 
INDICATORS per week through our global scanning network of contributors and our robot crawler (the 
third tool described below). 

Processing requires no additional contributor effort beyond adding ‘insights’ and only a minimum of 
central effort each day to edit the few INDICATORS requiring human input. For example, extraction 
takes just ten seconds to read a 60 page, 15,000 words document like “Global Risks 2015” with 60 
embedded INDICATORS being then displayed instantly.  

As we are dealing with natural language, results can never be perfect. That means for a number of 
INDICATORS a manual proof-reading and post-editing is necessary to fix some problems stemming from 
sentence reduction or context dependencies.  Editing improvements now mean we can edit 250 
INDICATORS and 200 insights per hour. 

* PESTLE: Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal, Environmental drivers, trends, uncertainties 
and surprises. 

Philosophy 
INDICATORS is designed to present multiple perspectives of the future; not one future. The future is 
unknowable but members can see where the multiple sources, that the system draws from, agree on 
likely futures and where they do not. 

INDICATORS takes ideas, assumptions, predictions and forecasts from many sources and presents them 
in one list for the member to determine which are the plausible, possible and probable futures affecting 
their world. All 'INDICATORS' are linked to their original source as evidence and for further reference. 

Some INDICATORS will therefore support each other and others will contradict each other. It is for the 
member to do further research and to use our integrated thinking methods, to determine their best 
picture of potential futures, set their course, act on what they now know and make course corrections 
as the future unfolds and new and changing 'INDICATORS' are noticed. 

Obtaining instant foresight 
By querying the INDICATORS database with a simple, search term the system will present the gist of the 
subject's future in an easily read listing. The search process also allows the member to select from the 
following advanced search terms singly or in combination: 

 Keyword: search the text e.g. Putin or manufacturing AND/OR systems.  

 Year: choose a start and end year 
 Country: e.g. China 

 Start and End Year: choose the period to study 

 Sector: narrow the search to specific sectors 

 Statistics only: choose to only see quantitative foresights 
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 Professional reports: limit the search to only professionally created reports 
 Scenarios: select ‘likely’ to view only probable/predetermined futures 

or select ‘uncertain’ to view only possible/feasible futures 

 Organization: choose a specific organization to see how they are influencing or being influenced 
by emerging change 

 

Figure 6: ST advanced search feature 

Listing 
Clicking Search will produce a listing of relevant INDICATORS together with a short and very raw 
description taken from the previous and next sentence in the Insight. We are working hard to provide 
cleaner descriptions right now but these are more for additional fast sense-making than use as clean 
text. 

The system now automatically produces its suggested list of underlying key drivers (see example below). 
We are working to improve this and will eventually feed the drivers directly into Delphi and Cross-
impact analyses etc. thus saving our members and clients more time. 

DRIVERS 

construction · demand · investment  · growth · government · manufacturing · employment · rail · mining · spending · 
energy  · consumption · infrastructure · construction activity · technologies 
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Figure 7: Example INDICATOR listing 

INDICATORS can be quickly read by sector through the button below the image in Figure7. 

Tag, Refer, Report  
Members can use these capabilities to gather INDICATORS for later consideration (Tag), to create drivers 
from several INDICATORS (Refer) or to prioritize using the site Delphi tool or prepare customized lists of 
drivers for distribution to associates (Report). 
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        Summary   

  

Figure 8: Example Summary INDICATOR 

Cloud  
Clicking the Cloud button will reveal which words are the most mentioned and likely themes/drivers of 
change mentioned in the INDICATORS. The Cloud may also indicate direction of travel of the driver e.g. 
growing, increasing and which other drivers may be altered by its impact. Members can Search 
INDICATORS for more of these words, particularly the most mentioned or those that appear new or 
strange from the context of their research. 
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Figure 9: Example Cloud 

Timeline  
Clicking the Timeline button reveals a histogram of associated ‘insights’ as a percentage of total added 

‘insights’.   

Figure 10: Example ‘insights’ timeline 

For example, Figure 10 above shows the percentage of Growth ‘insights as a percentage of total added 
insights’ and reveals a steadily improving global economic condition since the great recession reached 
its low point between January to March 2013. Visual presentation can therefore reveal patterns lay 
members would otherwise miss. 

Export  
The listings can be immediately exported to an Excel spreadsheet for parsing to a text analyzer, mind 
map or document editor. They can also be used as the base evidence for creating research briefs and 
PowerPoint presentations. Delete or modifying spreadsheet rows to suit the purpose at hand means the 
remainder can then be transferred a briefing report or presentation. 

Column 1 shows the title of the INDICATOR and column 2 shows the Source. Column 3 references the 
original Insight for evidence purposes while column 4 lists the URL’s and Column 5 shows the published 
date. 
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To avoid overloading the server, each page can be exported separately with the spreadsheet kept open. 
The system will then aggregate all the pages in the open Excel sheet. 

The file can also be exported to WebSummarizer which contains a number of additional text processing 
services as follows: 

WebSummarizer 
The  Excel spreadsheet can be pasted into websummarizer.com * (Plain Text) to obtain a: 

 Visual summary: offers interactive content maps that members‘ can navigate in their browser by 
keywords to instantly see the key summaries in context 

 Tree View: provides a draft research brief 

 Keyword Cloud: shows the top ten words used in the spreadsheet 

and export to HTML, RTF, Mind Manager, XMind, I Thoughts, MindGenius 

* WebSummarizer is a third party service. (30 day free trial and maximum subscription of $69.99 per 
year). Queries about this software should be addressed to WebSummarizer.com.  

How INDICATORS works 
The creation of the Future INDICATORS happens in two separate modules: 

 The text mining module where statements about the future get extracted from the text and 

stored in a database. 

 The interface where the database is made available to the members. 

We have already explained that the EXTRACTOR software can extract the raw text from a web site and 
find all the sentences contained in it which are in some way about the future. These sentences are our 
“candidates” for statements about the future and each of it gets processed as indicated below.  

As an example we will use this sentence, coming from an actual article: “Universal Robots and ABB also 
said they're boosting their China investment, and with good cause: China's industrial robot shipments 
will rise to 35,000 units in 2015 from 26,000 in 2012, the largest increase of any country, according to 
estimates from the International Federation of Robotics.” 

 Check for future relevancy: does the core of sentence really talk about the future? Here the 

phrase “will rise” as well as the year number “2015” indicates that the sentence is about the 

future. 

 Check for content relevancy: is this sentence about something of interest or is it just very vague 

(“The future will bring problems…”)? This is done by comparing the content of the sentence 

against a pre-defined list of relevant “future topics”. The future topic found in our example is 

“robots”.  

http://www.websummarizer.com/
http://websummarizer.com/
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 Reduce the sentence to its core: extract the main sentence part and remove all unnecessary 

attachments and decorations. The core statement in our example is this: “China's industrial 

robot shipments will rise to 35,000 units in 2015 from 26,000 in 2012”. 

 Check for context dependencies: if our sentence would say “Its robot shipments …” then it is 

meaningful only in the context of its predecessor sentences from where the meaning of “its” 

becomes clear. Any sentences which depend in their meaning on context are not qualified as 

future INDICATORS. 

 Extract content data: Once we have successfully found an INDICATOR statement, we extract 

important information which is later on used by the database for structuring and searching the 

INDICATORS. In our example we find the following attributes:  

Type = Forecast 

Future time = 2015 

Topic = robots 

Country = China 

 Add to database: now finally this statement can be stored in a database, together with a link to 

the original source and some other information. 

 

This processing is done for every new source text which is entered into Shaping Tomorrow so that the 

number of future INDICATORS is steadily growing. 

 

Practical use 

 

 Shaping Tomorrow: uses the INDICATORS to produce auto Trend Alerts for distribution to its 

12,000 members. Previously these took 8 hours to do manually. Now they can be produced in 

just one hour. 

 

The INDICATORS are also used to prepare one-off reports for clients on requested topics e.g. 

mining: in just four hours all the key mining articles and reports from the Web were added to 

the system, the INDICATORS extracted and the Summary and Export facility used to identify over 

200 drivers, trends, uncertainties and surprises and the report sent to the client. The cost of this 

exercise to the client was just $1,000. 

 

 Clients: As with the mining example above, clients use the INDICATORS to produce fast, 

PowerPoint presentations and summary reports from the INDICATORS in less than four hours. 

Previously, these took several weeks and required expensive consultants to assist. 

 

They can also set private interest topics that automatically update summary Indicator reports on 

a weekly basis. This means that apart from choosing Sources upfront clients have no horizon 

scanning to do but can focus on discussing the latest implications to their organizations and 

prioritization of key emerging change signals. How this is done by clients will be covered in an 
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impending second paper on the Shaping Tomorrow integrated strategic foresight toolkit. 

 

 Members: Members can now receive weekly Indicator Alerts to their phones based on their 

interest topics selected from Politics, Economic, Lifestyles, Environment, Legal, Environmental 

and/or Technological. 

 

 Developers; Software developers can now use Shaping Tomorrow’s API to build further 

applications running with ST’s Indicators and insights. 

Auto Extraction 
The third tool to advance automated horizon scanning is ‘auto-extraction’.  
 
Every night between 12am and 6pm or weekly, depending on the sources’ publishing schedule the tool 
automatically extracts new ‘insight’s containing implications and INDICATORS from pre-set feeds. The 
original set of feeds was determined by asking all 3,000+ members of ST’s Foresight Network for their 
favourite futures websites e.g. Kurzweil.AI, ImpactLab and, by adding the followed and following experts 
from Shaping Tomorrow’s Twitter feed. Currently the tool is reviewing all pre-set ST organisational, 
expert and key search word feeds plus those of private clients: ~ 5,000 sources in all. We have an in-built 
process to train the Extractor to visit the best sources thus improving its efficiency and effectiveness and 
editing time. 
 
The Auto-Extractor 
 

 checks the ‘do not run’ list (if more than 5 errors, feed is set to ‘do not run’ automatically, or this 
can be set manually 

 checks the list to see if it has already mined that feed during the previous 48hrs* or 7 days**.  If 
it hasn’t, it  

 runs the items in the feed through the Extractor, 

 checks to see if the URL is already in ST (if so it doesn’t go further) 

 checks to see if there If Indicators are found, and if so, 

 adds the Insight and associated Indicators with no human intervention 
 
The feeds currently come from: 
 

1. Influencers’ RSS** 
2. Influencers Twitter* 
3. Saved Searches Web searches** 
4. Saved Searches Twitter searches* 

 
but, we are working to extend the type of feeds and to include all 16,000 sources added to the ST 
database since 2002. We expect then to capture every significant ‘insight’ and INDICATOR with only 
minor post-editing of added material.  
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Risks 

The danger of using algorithms to forecast the future is that users become beholden to them, unsure of 
how they work, but afraid to disregard their guidance. This creates a sort of prison of “invisible barbed 
wire” which constrains our intellectual and moral development, as well as our lives more generally.  

We endeavor to avoid the dangers of algocracy through: 

 Presenting forecasts that may confirm or deny each other 

 Only presenting forecasts to the users that require them to PLAN and ACT using human methods 
to determine, relevance, credibility and importance 

 Offering  counterpoint methods to see pitfalls, error, misjudgements etc in the forecasts 

 Pointing out these pitfalls in our ‘Learn more’ texts 

 Encouraging collaborative working at all times 

The Current System Schematic 

 

 

Measures 

Our members, clients and ourselves can now do far more for less as follows since automated 
scanning serves them all and no longer requires them to do manual scanning. 

 
Manually pre September 2014 Using Athena 

    Measures Weekly Annually 
 

Weekly Annually 
 

Notes 
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What they say 
 
"I've just used the INDICATORS function to see if I'd missed anything for a presentation I'm doing on 
university libraries, and got some great stuff. Easy to use and good to not have to read all the original 
sources (although I did track a couple of them back to the original). Think you might have a winner 
here!" 
Maree Conway, Thinking Futures, Australia 

 "Thank you for the free tour. This was enlightening and very useful for my current work, as well as my 
career. I felt like I was catching up with the future of my field. What you’ve developed is mind-blowing, a 
ready to use strategic foresight tool capturing the promise of AI." 
Martin Berry, Policy Horizons, Canada 
 
"Shaping Tomorrow has built a truly extraordinary and powerful tool that brings foresight fully into the 
21st century." 
John Sweeney, University of Hawaii, United States of America 

"Shaping Tomorrow's new INDICATORS service is massively empowering and incredibly useful for all 
professional futurists, industry innovators or anyone that wants to know the future of anything!" 
Craig Rispin, The Future Trends Group, Australia 

Development 
There are a number of enhancements in our innovation pipeline including: 

 Dynamic, rather than static, Clouds allowing the member to instantly take multiple vantage 
points on the topic under study. 

Sources (~) 400 400 
 

5,000 5,000 
    Avg source hits/source 10 10 

 
10 10 

    Source hits 400 20800 
 

50,000 2,600,000 
 

Web crawler 
 Indicators found 0 0 

 
3,500 182,000 

 
Athena 

  % Indicators to source 
hits 0 0 

 
7.0% 7.0% 

    Accepted Indicators 0 0 
 

850 44,200 
 

Editor 
  Acceptance rate 0 0 

 
24.3% 24.3% 

    Insights 400 20800 
 

1,750 91,000 
 

Athena 
  Auto accepted Insights 0 0 

 
223 11,596 

 
Athena 

  % Auto accepted 0 0 
 

12.74% 12.74% 
 

Athena with Editor oversight 

Accepted Insights 380 20800 
 

200 10400 
 

Editor 
  Total accepted Insights 380 20800 

 
423 21996 

 
Athena with Editor oversight 

          ST FTE 1 1 
 

1 1 
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 Extension of the existing scenario listings to produce automated scenarios. Since these are likely 
to be 100% machine generated we expect to offer novel and instant scenarios that stretch 
thinking and  challenge the status quo. We do not expect them to replace but to supplement 
and enhance human generated scenarios. 

 Development of quantitative INDICATOR signifiers eg: sector, probability, region, key topic, 
impact, time horizon to be used in aggegrated visualizations of a search result. 

 Integration of the INDICATORS with other futures tools at ShapingTomorrow.com e.g. 
modelling, Delphi analysis and simulation. 

 Development of a Questions database extracted from the original ‘insights‘ and associated to a 
member‘s INDICATORS search. (already in Beta) 

 Development of an Implications database extracted from the original ‘insights‘ and associated to 
a member‘s INDICATORS search. 

 Development of our new WebCrawler to automatically search our existing 16,000 external 
sources for new ‘insights‘ that contain implications and INDICATORS and adds them without 
human intervention. 

 Development of Shaping Tomorrow’s facility to automatically and instantly add  latest ‘insights‘ 
and INDICATORS based on inputted search terms of members‘. In this way, members‘ search 
needs will be enhanced for the benefit of all while they work. 

 Development of automated text-based MindMaps, What If’s! and Future Wheels using the 
INDICATORS database as the seed corn. 

 Development of a system to show causal links through visual and interactive KnowledgeMaps.  
 Improvement of the Summary reports to further drive efficiency and effectiveness including 

auto-authored strategic foresight articles, slides and reports. 

 Auto selected Indicators on Twitter, LinkedIn etc. 

 Feedback loops and development of a machine self-learning capability (see System Schematic) 

 Extraction of past and present data about countries, organizations and new keywords linked to 
the INDICATOR to see progression and rates of change. 

 Automated Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn Indicator feeds. 

 Adding of Big Data visualisations such as spline charts on Sentiment analysis, Recession Watch 
and VUCA world 
 

Although the EXTRACTOR so far works satisfactorily, it does not use its full potential. Currently only a 

part of all the possible INDICATORS in a text get extracted; this is due to the “conservative” approach of 

the EXTRACTOR: if there is a risk of creating a wrong INDICATOR, it is normally discarded. An especially 

large potential lies in the treatment of contexts: instead of just ignoring context-dependent sentences, it 

would be possible to bring the missing information into the future statement. But also in other areas we 

can apply deeper syntactic and semantic analysis to find even more INDICATORS about possible and 

probable futures and to reduce editing time by an estimated, further 60%. 

These developments are designed to remove all drudgery from doing a strategic foresight exercise and 
to make it possible: 
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 For anyone to do ultra-fast foresight research at the lowest possible cost wherever they are, 
with, or without, associates and with little prior knowledge of strategic foresight. 

 For comprehensive, machine-driven visual pictures, scenarios and written reports of the 
possible, probable and preferred futures to be produced at will from the widest possible sources 
against machine identified constraints or user inputted rules. 

 For futurists and researchers to bettter serve their clients and remain relevant in an uncertain 
and accelerating change environment. 

 For ShapingTomorrow.com to continue to be a fully sustainable, virtual and networked company 
with minimal use of physical and human resources world-wide. 

About the partners 

This revolutionary approach is a result of joint efforts by ShapingTomorrow.com (ST), ForeKnowledge 
Gmbh (FK), Collaborative Connections (CC) and WebSummarizer.com (WS).  
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Shaping 
Tomorrow 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborative Connections has taken the lead role in coordinating the technical development between 

the partners. 

History 

THE EXTRACTOR: This project began in October 2012 when Walter Kehl of ForeKnowledge Gmbh (FK) 
approached ShapingTomorrow.com with his ideas for automating strategic foresight. While the 
outcomes were unclear and it was not certain that anything useful might be achieved ST saw that if the 
project was successful it could lead to a dramatic improvement in ST’s strategic foresight capabilities in 
general. It believed the considerable benefits outweighed the relatively low loss of time and delays to 
other projects that might result if success was not achieved. 

ST therefore gave Walter Kehl its full backing and invited him to work with its web developers at 

Collaborative Connections. From October 2012 until March 3013, Walter worked mostly alone on the 

EXTRACTOR but with regular conversations with CC about how the interface would eventually work with 

ST. The first version of the EXTRACTOR produced test results that yielded 50% accuracy against 

ForeKnowledge 

Shaping 

Tomorrow 

Shaping 
Tomorrow 

Web 
Summarizer 

Project management 
Design development 
EXTRACTOR Interface 

TEXT 
analytics 

Collaborative  
Connections 

EXTRACTOR 
INDICATORS 
software 

Sales & marketing 
User design 
EXTRACTOR development 
INDICATORS development 
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previously expected manual results. The interface from the EXTRACTOR to ShapingTomorrow.com also 

worked reasonably satisfactorily.  This was considered sufficient to give the green light to further project 

development. 

Between April 2013 and August 2013 Walter Kehl made great progress in raising EXTRACTOR accuracy to 

over 90% and the interface speed improved considerably. 

The EXTRACTOR was then launched as part of ST’s complete re-write of its site on September 5th 2013.  

Regular updates of the EXTRACTOR software are now being made every few months with the result that 

it currently produces 95%+ accuracy against optimum results. 

THE INDICATORS: With the launch of the EXTRACTOR attention now turned to the bigger prize of 

collecting future INDICATORS from ‘insight’s. 

Walter was again given a free-hand and worked on this from October 2013 to March 2014. 

His first version created feelings of astonishment at ShapingTomorrow.com and Collaborative 

Connections even though it once again was only 60% effective. The partners began to see the enormous 

potential and began extending Walter’s software engine by developing: 

 the simple search interface on the ST front page (CC/ST) 

 the advanced search capability (CC/ST) 

 the center panel icons - summary, cloud, timelines, export (CC/ST) 

 the back-end editing software and auto-removal of duplicates (CC/ST) 

 an integrated text analyzer (CC/WS) 

The first version of the INDICATORS software was made available to members and clients in July 2014 

and was about 85% accurate at launch.  Accuracy was improved by manual editing pre-launch. This 

exercise produced a list of further opportunities for improvement most of which have now been done 

and result in ~95% accuracy. Manual editing continues to be performed on the remaining 5% on a daily 

basis. The first version only read articles and revisited those ‘insights’ added since September 2013. 

~5000 INDICATORS were extracted and added to the initial database through this process. 
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After checking and editing these, a further one off run was made on all ‘insights’ from January 2012 to 

August 2013. This produced another 5,000 INDICATORS after removal of duplicates. 

Clients and contributors’ INDICATORS from added ‘insights’ after September 2013 are now parsed to the 

database instantly. 

Since then further releases of the software have considerably improved accuracy, extended the 

INDICATORS ability to read more documents, particularly PDF’s and PowerPoints and significantly 

improved the software’s ability to write English sentences thus reducing human editing. Daily central 

editing now takes less than 5 hours each day. 

Shaping Tomorrow then undertook an in-depth search for all open and major reports on the Internet 

covering future topics in the last three years and added these as ‘insights’ to extract thousands more 

INDICATORS.   

Finally, we launched the new auto extraction web crawler, described below which is now adding 900 

Indicators per week. By this means there are currently 84,000 INDICATORS in the database giving 

member a robust understanding of what the future holds. 

We are continuing to release new versions every two months as opportunities for further improvement 

are developed.  

Once the earliest INDICATOR listings were available Shaping Tomorrow began looking for ways to 

present them as shortened summaries, word clouds and timelines. The word clouds and timelines were 

added from prior capabilities already built by CC and in prior use on ST.  However, the shortened 

summaries required a simple but powerful text analyzer to make the desire for instant foresight 

possible. 

After investigating the market Web Summarizer was initially added as a standalone service in September 

2014. However, CC subsequently contacted WebSummarizer, with the idea of an integrated service and 

partnership. This is now in place (January 2015) and the partners are now exploring more ways to 

provide textual foresight summaries in visual form.  

The partners have worked almost entirely virtually from the outset and given their time freely to the 

project with no upfront compensation thus keeping costs of the project at zero and meaning that 

Shaping Tomorrow could offer rock bottom prices to market prospects and clients in line with its long 

existing pricing policies. 
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Shaping Tomorrow (www.shapingtomorrow.com) 

Apart from being the recipient of the developments made by ForeKnowledge and Collaborative 

Connections, Shaping Tomorrow has been responsible for designing and approving the user interface, 

testing the system and marketing the service to members, prospects and training clients. ST has trained 

its clients and leading international governments and numerous smaller organizations to use the service. 

Client feedback has been universally very positive to highly excited and many suggestions for 

improvement have been made and mostly already adopted. Client and prospect feedback will be vital 

for continuing to develop a highly effective and efficient system. 

Among these were:  

 the suggestions that ST’s flagship Insights service should be demoted in favor of Indicators, a 

policy that has been adopted but is still ongoing. 

 a now completed request to place key Indicators including Trending Now, Global Challenges, 

Sector Changes, Year-by-Year and G20 Watch on the front page as a handy, direct access for 

members and clients alike. 

 a further now completed request from clients to set up their own, private, topic specific 

Indicators as instant report outputs 

 a desire by one client to allow their clients to instantly view daily Indicators on their mobile 

phones. This is now in place on Google play and iTunes. 

 queries as to whether external developers could use an API to further extend ST’s services. This 

is now in place. 

Shaping Tomorrow Directors 
 
Dr Michael Jackson 
Mike is a Founder Member and Chairman of Shaping Tomorrow, UK. 

With over 30 years' experience in Business Management in the UK, North America and Europe, he 
has significant exposure to corporate banking and consumer finance and, latterly, strategic foresight. 
Chief Executive of Birmingham Midshires Building Society between 1990 and 1998, then the UK's 4th 
largest. As Chief Executive of Birmingham Midshires the team achieved a dramatic change for the better 
in the Society's fortunes moving from near oblivion to a highly profitable, customer led and multiple-
award winning business in just eight years. 

http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
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Previously a Senior Vice President with Bank of America who he joined in 1986. He held several positions 
at the Bank which included Head of Europe, Middle East and Africa operations, based in London, Head 
of Consumer Loans Services and Chief Financial Officer for consumer markets, based in North America 
(San Francisco). After spells with Hawker Siddeley, the Electricity Boards and the Post Office he began 
his financial services career in 1973 with Citibank NA as its first overseas process engineer, based in 
London. He then transferred to Italy, with subsidiary Citifin Finanziara as Chief Financial Officer and Vice 
President, later moving back to the UK with Citibank Savings as Vice President and Customer Services 
Director, and subsequently Consumer Banking Director. 

He studied at Salford University, Manchester, UK and holds a Bachelor of Science in Electronics and a 
U.S. accredited MBA in Operations Research.  He was conferred with an Honorary Doctorate in Business 
Administration by the University of Wolverhampton, UK in 1997.  

Mike’s industrial engineering and design skills coupled with his deep knowledge of strategic foresight 
and envisioning what the service might eventually offer were vital to creating a powerful but simple to 
use systems interface between ST and the EXTRACTOR. Mike was the leader of the initial discussions 
with Walter Kehl and instrumental in identifying WebSummarizer as the best solution for providing text 
analytics, the creator of the Advanced Search, the visionary in defining how the Web Crawler would 
work and heavy duty tester of the system to iron out all the rough edges and bugs and identify more 
opportunities for improvement from a member perspective.  

Matthew Richardson 
Matt is a Founder Member, Systems Director and Company Secretary of Shaping Tomorrow. 

Matthew has been the de-facto Automated Strategic Foresight project leader coordinating the efforts of 
Walter Kehl, Mike Jackson, his own web development team at CC (led by Ed Chanter) and now with 
WebSummarizer. He continues to look for more partners to extend the EXTRACTORS visual capabilities.  
 
Matt (and Ed’s) deep knowledge of the ST system have been essential to creating a powerful and 
seamless interface which is mostly invisible to members and clients. Matt and Ed continue to introduce 
new technical opportunities to the service and work with Mike Jackson to develop new opportunities for 
improvement. 
 

ForeKnowledge Gmbh (http://www.foreknowledge.ch/) 

ForeKnowledge Gmbh was started in 2013 as an independent company and consists currently of Walter 

Kehl filling the roles of CEO, SW developer, consultant, assistant and everything else which is needed at 

the time... 

The company is built on the idea that with the help of better software tools Strategic Foresight can fulfil 
much more of its potential and provide better results thinking systematically about the future and 
making better decisions today.  

ForeKnowledge Gmbh works closely with ShapingTomorrow as a partner company which runs the 
EXTRACTOR software to create additional value from its input.  

http://www.foreknowledge.ch/
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Developer: Walter Kehl 

Walter was born and raised in Germany.  He was always interested in the future and in his youth an avid 

reader of science fiction and everything else related to the future. Because at that time Future Studies 

were not offered as a university program, he studied computer science and linguistics at the University 

of Stuttgart. He then worked more than fifteen years where in software development -   as developer, 

group leader and project manager - in various companies with a focus on high-tech measurement 

technologies.  

In 2006 he "returned to the future", in starting to study for an MBA in Strategic Foresight at Regent 
University. While doing that, his fascination with the future grew again, but also a dissatisfaction with 
the current state of methods and tools in the field. After he had finished his Strategic Foresight degree in 
2010, he started to apply Strategic Foresight methods in his "day job" in project and innovation 
management, but was also working on ideas for creating new tools which could give foresight 
practitioners in the field much more power and efficiency. This led to the development of the 
EXTRACTOR, where he could leverage all his knowledge and experience (computer science, linguistics, 
software development, strategic foresight) into developing a new tool which automates some parts of 
futures research and brings the power of knowledge management and big data to the futurists.  

 In parallel, he is applying Strategic Foresight by doing environmental scanning and technology studies 
for a major technology company. 

Collaborative Connections (www.cc.co.uk) 

CC specializes in helping companies meet their Internet objectives by creating web sites that will 

appeal to their prospects, customers, members or suppliers. Their services includes On-line 

communities, Content management, and sourcing, Social networks, Customer communications, 

Advanced internet applications, New websites, Analysis and consultation  

Their clients include: LMA Lloyd's Market Academy, Ruth Binney, Author, Intelligent Communications, 
Professional Career at Lloyd's, DJH Renovations, Criticaleye, EC Insight, MyBirth.tv, Milli-grip, The Talent 
Foundation, Ayaya Yacht Charters, The Risk Channel, IMC Seminars, Shaping Tomorrow, Graduates at 
Lloyd's, Chanters Lodge, The Captain's House, Insurance Echo, Financial Services Club, David Pearson 

CC Owner – Matthew Richardson 

Matthew started Collaborative Connections in February 1999 in the UK. Matthew was formerly Director 
of WIRE Ltd., a leading provider of knowledge services to the international insurance and reinsurance 
industry. Matthew managed the initial development of Aonline and conceived of and managed the Risk 
Information & Services Exchange (RSX). Prior to co-founding WIRE in 1994, Matthew was an 
environmental policy advisor to the Turkish Government and a project leader for the State of Illinois 
Incarceration Diversion Program. He holds a B.A. from Durham and M.A. from London Universities. 

(WIRE Ltd. was recently bought out by Willis Group Limited). 

http://www.cc.co.uk/
http://www.lmalma.com/
http://www.ruthbinney.com/
http://www.intelligentcomms.com/
http://www.pcal.info/
http://www.djhrenovations.co.uk/
http://www.criticaleye.net/
http://www.ec-insight.com/
http://www.mybirth.tv/
http://www.milli-grip.com/
http://www.talentfoundation.com/
http://www.talentfoundation.com/
http://www.ayaya.co.uk/
http://www.theriskchannel.com/
http://www.imc-seminars.com/
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
http://www.graduatesatlloyds.com/
http://www.graduatesatlloyds.com/
http://www.chanters-livingstone.com/
http://www.thecaptainshouse.net/
http://www.insurance-echo.com/
http://www.fsclub.net/
http://www.davidcpearson.co.uk/
http://www.aonline-aon.com/
http://www.willis.com/
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Developer - Ed Chanter - Technical Innovations Manager 
Ed designs and builds Collaborative Connection's advanced internet applications, and also ensures that 
the rest of the team is kept fully appraised of the latest technical developments. In particular, he works 
closely with Walter Kehl to keep the user interface in tip-top condition and with Matthew Richardson 
and Mike Jackson to translate ST business requirements into working software services. 

He was previously Internet Services Manager for WIRE Ltd. where he was responsible for the design of 
the company's own Internet services, including the Risk Information & Services Exchange (RSX), and 
client services. 

Edward holds a B.A. in International Relations from Sussex University. 

WebSummarizer 

WebSummarizer is an application designed by Context Discovery Inc. WebSummarizer automatically 

creates summaries from web pages, documents and plain text. The summaries consist of the most 

important content and keywords. 

WebSummarizer presents the summaries as a structured outline and as a Visual Summary. The Visual 
Summary and the structured outline are interactive content maps that users can navigate in their 
browsers by keywords to instantly see the key summaries in context. 

The summaries are available for export to other applications such as word editors, content 
management, Web pages, databases, and mind maps. None of the summaries are created or reviewed 
by people; the entire process is automatic. 

The current release allows users to: 

 summarize web pages, documents and plain text to convert long content into essential 
interactive structured outlines and Visual Summaries 

 download the summaries as structured text to speed up your research, publishing, learning and 
blog writing 

 download the summaries as Visual Summaries - "A picture is worth a thousand words"- to 
enable absorbing large amounts of information quicker 

 download the summaries as mind maps to wide range of your favorite mind mapping 
application 

 take notes – quickly collect topics and sentences from all contextually relevant sources such as 
websites, documents and Wikipedia Knowledge Base 

 speed-up reading by condensing each article to the essential keywords and contextual 
summaries 

 make a long story short – the summaries headline most important sentences and the 
relationships between topics giving instant information capsules 

http://www.contextdiscovery.com/
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WebSummarizer supports access and downloading of the structured summaries and Visual Summaries 
for Windows, Mac, Linux, iPad, iPhone and Android applications and devices. 

WebSummarizer supports summarization of content in English, French, German and Spanish. 

Contact us 
Dr Michael Jackson | Founder & Ambassador 

mike.jackson@ShapingTomorrow.com   
Skype shapingtomorrow 
+44 (0)7966 155912 mobile 
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